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Abstract— In Reduced Beam Section (RBS) a portion of the 

beam’s    flange/ web at some distance from the column face is 

strategically removed to promote stable yielding at the reduced 

beam section and to effectively protect the vulnerable welded 

joints. This weakening strategy also reduces the seismic force 

demand on the column and the panel zone. In this study three 

case studies will be conducted, (i) to find out the most effective 

shape of Reduced Beam Section. (ii)to find out the correct 

varying depth ratio of tapered beam by using three different 

small depth to long depth ratio 1.1,1.3,1.5,1.6, 2; using the above 

mentioned two effective shape and tapered beam along with 

Reduced beam Section will be analyzed under cyclic loading. 

(iii) To find out the correct angle of inclination of the inclined 

tapered beam is done along with the cyclic loading analysis. The 

optimized model has a tapering depth ratio of 1.6 (200:125) and 

with a slope of 1 in 5 at 2% interstorey drift with a load of 

69.78KN and the % increase of stress on beam with respect to 

its column is 13.754%. Finally, it is compared with a 

conventional beam column joint where the plastic hinge has 

been shifted away from the beam column joint also an increase 

in stress on beam of the optimized shape was found to be 62.82% 

with that of stress on beam of conventional joint. Also, 

Transient analysis of the optimized model is conducted and is 

compared with a model of varying height where the beam is 

kept in line with the phase of the column, and the percentage 

increase of stress on beam with respect to its column was found 

to be 7.1%. 

Keywords Reduced Beam Section, cyclic loading, tapered 

beam, inclined tapered beam, transient analysis  

I. INTRODUCTION   
Reduced Beam Section (RBS) is mainly used to shift the 

plastic hinge to the adjacent side away from the column beam 
joint. This results in reducing the seismic impact over a 
structure, by reducing the stress concentration over the 
column. Also, the application of these RBS section can 
increase the seismic performance by increasing the ductility 
of the beam. It is not widely used in India therefore a lot of 
experimental investigations are still going on to fit to the 
Indian Standards. It is advisable for the welded joints since 
welded joints are more prone to premature failure. A small 
crack may lead to development of cracks and failure at the 
joint also serious failure at the column. For bolted joints they 
themselves provide a weaker section thereby failure occurring 
without causing much disruption to the column. Moreover, 
creating a number of bolt connection is a tedious and labor-
intensive work due to its complexity. Therefore, we use 
welded joints mostly as it is simple and is not complex. One 
of the most promising ways to modify the behavior of the 

conventional moment frame is to soften a portion of beam 
flanges near the column face. The connection softening may 
be accomplished by trimming circular selectors from the 
beam flanges near the column. This solution known as 
reduced beam section (RBS) method, leads plastic hinges 
toward the beam span away from column face, resulting in the 
reduction of stress concentration at the interface of beam and 
column.  

II        METHODOLOGY 

A. General 

    Explanation of the methodology of details of the 
structures or modals used in the study. It also explains 
different software used and justification of the elements used 
in the modelling 

B Literature survey 

    Recent studies based on Reduced Beam Section are 
reviewed. Where it is found out that these sections can have 
increased seismic performance, ductility and can reduce the 
severity of damage during an earthquake to a great extent. In 
India it is not extensively used therefore a lot of studies are 
conducted on these sections to suit to the Indian Standards. It 
is an easy method and can be implemented quickly when 
considered to other types of methods. 

C Research Gap Identification 

    After reviewing various literatures research gap is 
determined. The gap is also considered the missing piece or 
pieces in the research literature, is the area that has not yet 
been explored or is under- explored. Many researches have 
been carried out related to Reduced Beam Section. In this 
study, seismic behaviour of inclined and tapered Reduced 
Beam Section will be analysed. 

D Validation 

   Before considering the beam column joint one has to 
analytically validate it. Which means the experimental values 
obtained in a journal must be matched with the analytical 
results. By constructing the same model with the same 
properties as given in the experimental investigations should 
be inputted in the software including the loading values and 
allow it to run. The values obtained must be approximately 
equal, that is the percentage of error should be less than 5%. 
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E Modelling 

   Modelling of the structure is done by using ANSYS 
software. In this study mainly three case studies are 
conducted. 

Case study 1: to fix the most effective shape for the 
Reduced Beam Section there are different shapes like the 
radial and trapezoidal cut, square and rectangle slots, 
circular, and triangular holes. 

Number of models: 23 

Case study 2: to fix the most effective tapered beam 
column joint, 2 shapes will be taken from the above case study 
and also, since the beam will have varying depths. the most 
effective depth will be taken into consideration by taking three 
different depth ratios 1.1,1.3,1.5,1.6 and 2. 

 
Number of models: 4 
 
Case study 3: proper inclination of the beam to the column 

is studied based on code provisions.  
Number of models: 3 (three angles of inclination is 

studied) 
 
From the above three case studies choosing the effective 

one and creating the model in which a beam column joint was 
the beam is inclined and tapered with Reduced Beam Section. 
Further a transient analysis is conducted of the optimized 
model and is compared with another model at varying height. 

  
Number of models:2 Also, a model out of code is also 

obtained and is studied.  
 
Number of models:7 
 

F Analysis and discussion of results 

   

 Cyclic loading is applied and the results is compared with 
the conventional beam column joint which has been already 
validated. Tools used:  1. Analyzing System (ANSYS) 2. 
Microsoft Office Excel  
 

III. VALIDATION 
 

Fig 1 shows the comparison of the Hysteresis curve 
obtained and that of the hysteresis curve from the journal and 
is found to be approximately same with the percentage error 
of 1.39 which is within the permissible limit of 5%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 1 Validation Comparison 

The figure 2 shows the comparison of the failure pattern 
based on the journal where it was done experimentally and 
analytically using ANSYS software. The similar pattern is 
also obtained and can be finalized as a validated information 
and can be used for further investigation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. General 

    An earthquake results in a series of vibration of ground 
resulting in the swaying of the structures. As the height 
increases the base shear developed will be more. Many 
methods are there to reduce the base shear one among the 
simple method is the weakening strategy of Reduced Beam 
Section. In this study non-linear dynamic analysis of the 
models are conducted. Non- linear analysis means analysis of 
the model after the limit of proportionality or which satisfies 
the Hooke’s Law. To provide a dynamic loading cyclic 
loading is adopted which comprises of different cycles. Each 
cycle consists of four steps starting from zero to the maximum 
negative value, then to the maximum positive value and then 
returning back to zero. The graph of the cyclic loading used 
in this study is shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2 Comparison of Failure Pattern 

Fig 3 Cyclic loading 
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Since it is a dynamic loading it means it is a time dependent 
or is a function of time. Each cycle is conducted on the basis 
of certain time step. 

B Case Study 1: To Find the Optimized Shape 

      The aim of this case study is to analyse various 
models of different shapes in which the Reduced Beam 
Section dimensions of these models are based on 
EUROCODE and FEMA 350. There are 23 models with 
different shapes of Reduced Beam Section. The models are 
shown and listed in Fig 4, from model R1 to R17 it is 
modelled under the code provisions. Models R18 to R23 is 
based on the reference of: Mohamad A. Morshedi, Kiarash 

M. Dolatshahi, Shervin Maleki “Double reduced beam 
section connection” 2017 they have used two reduced beam 
section adjacent to each other on one side of the face. Aimed 
at shifting the plastic hinge further more away from the beam 
column joint and to reduce the strain developed at one RBS 
area by sharing it to the adjacent RBS area. Adopting this 
idea in this study from models R18 to R23 RBS is increased 
along the length of the beam and is studied about their 
influence on RBS behaviour. 

 

 
Fig 4 Various Models 

C Discussion 

   Out of the 23 models only 10 of them was fulfilling the 
objectives. The aim of this analysis is to optimize the most 
efficient shape by keeping following conditions: 

1. To reduce the drop in the load which occurred due to 
the Reduced Beam Section; maintain the strength to the 
maximum possible value. 

2. To decrease the stress accumulated over the column. 
3. To increase the stress developed over the beam 

The RBS behaviour is mainly determined by the increase 
of stress on beam with respect to the stress on column which 
2 of them is selected based on the conditions or aims 
mentioned above. The percentage increase on beam is 
calculated by: % increase = ((Stress on beam -Stress on 
column)/Stress on column) *100 

 
 

 

The chart in fig 5 shows the RBS behaviour of the models 
based on the percentage of increase of stress on beam with 
respect to column. Out 23 models only 10 models satisfied 
these conditions. Out of the load values (Strength) of 23 
models are charted in figure 6 on the basis of ascending value 
of load, the left vertical axis shows the load values. The 
highlighted bars show the models with Reduced Beam 
Section behavior. Hence it maybe that load values of the RBS 
models can never be maximum or minimum. Which means 
that if we consider only the load values as a parameter for 
defining the RBS behavior then with the increase in load value 
the RBS behavior decreases and vice versa. The chart in 
figure 7 shows the load values of different RBS models in the 
descending order of the values 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The percentage increase on beam is calculated by: 
  % increase = ((Stress on beam -Stress on 

                 
 

         
 

            

   
 

         
 

              
 

                    
 

Fig 5.2.1 Various models that needs to be designed 

 

R1 R2 R3 

R4 R5 R6 

R7 R8 R9 

R10 R11 R12 

R13 R14 R15 

R16 
R17 R18 

R19 R20 R21 

R22 R23 

 

Fig 5 Chart showing the behaviour of RBS models 

 

Fig 6 Pattern of Load Behaviour 

 
Fig 7 Load values of RBS Models 
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column)/Stress on column) *100 
As this defines the RBS behavior, the chart in fig 8 shows the 
percentage increase in stress on beam with respect to the 
column of RBS models. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

D Correlation Analysis 

   Correlation analysis is a method of statistical evaluation 
used to study the strength of a relationship between two, 
numerically measured, continuous variables. The chart shows 
the behavior different parameters. By positive correlation in 
figure 9 means when one value increases it makes the other 
value also to increased. The different parameters used are: 
 1. Strain energy 
 2. Equivalent stress 
 3. Equivalent strain 
 4. Shear stress 
 5. Shear Strain 
 6.% increase in Stress on Beam 
 7. Load 
 8. Equivalent plastic strain 
To find which among the above-mentioned parameters are 
dependent are hoe do they contribute to the RBS behavior’s  
strong correlation here are those values closer to 1 they are: 

1. Shear stress Vs load   2.    Equivalent stress Vs load 
3.   Equivalent stress Vs shear stress 

The medium correlations are: 
1. Equivalent strain Vs strain energy     2.    % increase 

Vs Strain energy 
 

Weak correlations are negligible that is those values closer to 
0.A negative correlation in figure 10 is when one value 
increases the other decreases like an inversely dependence 
nature. 
Medium correlation is: 1. Strain energy Vs load          2. Strain 
Energy Vs Shear stress 
Some of the key points that can be inferred are:  

2. The load value or strength decreases with the usage 
of Reduced Beam Section 

3. The strength of the Reduced Beam Section can never 
be too high not too low. 

4. In other words, the strength of the beam column joint 
is inversely proportional to Reduced Beam Section 
behavior. 

5. For a section to behave as a Reduced Beam section 
the strength of the Beam column joint should not be 
too low as it may result in failure due to the weak 
behavior of the joint. 

6. Also, for a section to behave as a Reduced Beam 
Section the strength value should not be at its maximum. That 
is with the increase in material the area provided for the 

Reduced Section decreases thereby making it to fail at the 
beam column joint rather than failing at the Reduced Beam 
Area 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E Comparison of WRBS- Tapered Section and Optimized 

Shape [R16] 

A model Without Reduced Beam Section is analyzed. With 
the tapering depth ratio as 1: 5 (133.33:200mm). The most 
optimized shape by keeping the strength and the percentage 
of increase of stress on beams as factors, from the above 10 
models is taken and is compared in the following section. 

 
 

Fig 11 Comparison of Equivalent Strain 
 

Here the plastic hinge shown in fig 11 is formed at the beam 
column joint of the conventional model whereas it is not the 
case for the RBS model as it is shifted to the RBS region. The 
column is left free from the plastic hinge formed 

F. Case Study 2: To Find the Optimized Tapering Depth 

Ratio 

The aim of this case study is to obtain the optimized tapering 
depth ratio. Different depth ratio is obtained based on Steel 

 

 

Fig 9 Positive Correlation 

 
Fig 8 Percentage increase of stress values of RBS models 

Fig 10 Negative correlation 
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Table. The beam used here is ISMB 200. And is shown 
below. From the above case study Two models are taken 
which are:1) double layer triangles with 25mm size (as per 
code recommendation) R16 2) increased holes of double 
layer triangle with size 20mm R21 

 G Discussion 

In this analysis we use varying tapering beams o different 
depth ratios as mentioned earlier and finds out how RBS 
behavior will get influenced with varying depths. Out of the 
10 models 5 models from variations in depth ratio of R16 and 
5 The RBS behavior is mainly determined 

TABLE 1 LABELLING OF NEW MODELS 

Abbreviation Tapering Depth Ratio 

D1 1 : 2 ( 100 : 200) 

D2 1 : 1.6 ( 125 : 200) 

D3 1 : 1.5 ( 133.33 : 200) 

D4 1 : 1.3 ( 150 : 200) 

D5 1 : 1.14 ( 175 : 200) 

 by the increase of stress on beam with respect to the stress 
on column. (For R16). The table 1 gives the naming and 
labelling of each new model with their respective depth 
ratios. 

 
 

 
From the chart in fig 12 it can be seen that only D3, D2, D1 
have the RBS behavior D4 and D5 was not seen failed to 
become RBS models. Also, as the depth ratio decreased the 
RBS behavior increased. 

For R21: 

TABLE 2: LABELLING OF MODELS 

Abbrevation Tapering Depth Ratio 

D1 1 : 2 ( 100 : 200) 

D2 1 : 1.6 ( 125 : 200) 

D3 1 : 1.5 ( 133.33 : 200) 

D4 1 : 1.3 ( 150 : 200) 

D5 1 : 1.14 ( 175 : 200) 

The table 2 gives the naming and labelling of each new model 
with their respective depth ratios. The same optimized model 
from Case study 1 is selected in Case study 2. For R21. This 
model did not show from fig 13 any variation with depth but 
instead all of the can be used as the RBS beams since they all 

have excellent strength which is above all the other models 
and close to a model without RBS which has a value of 78kN. 

 
 

H Optimized Shape and Its Comparison 

 
 

Here the plastic hinge is formed at the beam column joint of 
the conventional model whereas it is not the case for the RBS 
model as it is shifted to the RBS region. The column is left 
free from the plastic hinge formed 

I Case Study 3: To Find the Optimized Slope or Inclination 

According to the code of Steel Roof Trusses The maximum 
roof slope that should be provided must be: 

1 in 3[ S1]                       1in 4 [S2]                      1 in 5[S3] 

That is maximum of 15 degrees. The optimized tapered depth 
from the above case study of the 2 models is obtained and is 
then used further. Here the 2 optimized tapered models are 
D2 and D8, they are subjected to inclined slope as mentioned 
above.  

J Discussion 

In this analysis we use varying tapering beams optimized 
from Case Study 2 with different depth ratios and is subjected 
to inclined situations with the inclinations mentioned above 
and finds out how RBS behavior will get influenced with 
varying depths. Out of the 6 models 3 models from variations 
in inclination of D2 and 3 models from the D2 model was 
fulfilling the objectives. The RBS behavior is mainly 
determined by the increase of stress on beam with respect to 
the stress on column. For D2:  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Abbrevation Tapering Depth Ratio 

D2 Nil 

S1 1 in 3 

S2 1 in 4 

S3 1 in 5 

 

Fig 12 RBS behaviour varying depth ratio of R16 

 

 

Fig 13 RBS behaviour varying depth ratio of R16 

 

Fig 14 Equivalent Strain of WRBS & RBS D2 

 

                 TABLE 3 LABELLING OF MODELS 
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From the chart 15 it can be seen that S1, S2 and S3 have 
the RBS behavior Also, as the slope decreased the RBS 
behavior increased 

. 

 
 

For D8: 

For D8: 

TABLE 4 LABELLING OF NEW MODELS 

Abbrevation Tapering Depth Ratio 

D8 Nil 

S1 1 in 3 

S2 1 in 4 

S3 1 in 5 

 

The table 4 gives the naming and labelling of each new 
model with their respective slopes or inclination. The chart 
16 shows that very small value of % increase can be seen 
only with this model and hence this model is not taken as 
the optimized shape.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 16 RBS behaviour varying inclination of D8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
The plastic hinge from fig 19 is formed but has some 
transmission on the column due to the orientation. The 
transient analysis has not shown much variations with Static 
structural analysis as Cyclic loading is itself aa transient and 
dynamic loading system. 

                      
V.  CONCLUSIONS 

 
A. The load value or strength decreases with the usage of 

Reduced Beam Section The strength of the Reduced Beam 
Section can never be too high not too low. In othe words the 
strength of the beam column joint is inversely proportional 
to Reduced Beam Section behaviour. 

B. The strength of the joint can be increased.And has good 
result with non prismatic condition and has no much result 
in inclined conditions.The optimised shape has a load of 

 

Fig 15 RBS behaviour varying inclination of D2 

 

K Optimized Shape and Its Comparison 

  

Here the plastic hinge from fig 17 is formed at the beam 
column joint of the conventional model whereas it is not 
the case for the RBS model as it is shifted to the RBS 
region. The column is left free from the plastic hinge 
formed 

L Comparison with Conventional Beam Column Joint 

A conventional beam column joint is compared with 
the optimized result. The plastic hinge formed is shifted to 
the RBS area. 

  

Fig 17 Equivalent Strain of WRBS & RBS S3 

 

Fig 18 Stress on beam of WRBS & RBS S3 

 It can be seen that the percentage of increase of stress on 
beam when compared with conventional beam column 
joint was 62.82%.  

M. Comparison with Optimized Beam Column Joint 

(Transient Analysis) And at Varying Height (Transient 

Analysis) 

Transient analysis means the sudden movement or an 
impact or if the load is having a particular movement and 
how does the system respond to it. 

 

Fig: 19 Equivalent Strain of RBS S3 & RBS H 
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72.23KN with the percentage of increase of stress on beam 
or percentage of decrease of stress on column to be 
12.009%, with the tapered depth ratio to be 1.5( 
200:133.33). It doesnot show any good result with slope or 
inclination variation.  

C. The strong positive corelation here are those values closer 
to 1. The shear stress and equivalent stress shows direct 
dependencies with load as these values increases it has great 
influence on the increase in load values. 

D. The medium positive correlations are shown between the 
Strain energy with the % increase of stress and equivalent 
strain produced. A major finding is that the RBS behaviour 
is directly depending on the increase in strain energy and the 
equivalent plastic strain developed in a beam column joint. 

E. Medium negative correlation was observed between the 
Strain energy with the load and shear stress which mean 
with increase in either load or shear stress results in decrease 
in strain energy which in turn reduces thr RBS behaviour. 

F. The optimised shape is RBS DOUBLE LAYERED 
TRIANULAR HOLES [R16], with tappered depth ratio to 
be 1.6 (200:125) and with the slope of 1 in 5 and has an 
ultimate load of  69.78KN. The percentage of increase of 
stress on beam or decrease of stress on beam was found out 
to be 13.754%.  It was found that with the increase in 
tapering depth ratio the percentage of stress increased on 
beam is also increased.  

G. Also, with the decrease in slope the percentage of stress 
increased on beam also increased. It was found that the 
percentage of increase on stress on beam of optimized shape 
with the beam of conventional was 62.82 %   

H. The plastic hinge is formed but has some transmission on 
the column due to the change orientation of beam to the top 
of the column the RBS % increase of stress on beam when 
compared to its column was 7.1% 
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